Merchant Best Practice Guide
How to optimize your affiliate strategy with Skimlinks

Introduction
Almost 80% of consumers research products online before
making a purchase (Business.com, February 2017).
Every day, our Merchant team works to put brands’ products in front of publishers so they’re featured in
comtent (commerce-related content) and exposed to our publishers’ highly engaged audiences.
Our Merchant network features 20,000 brands from around the world and working with them helps us
understand how to get the most out of Skimlinks.
We know that the size of our publisher network and the dedication of the team can help you grow your
revenue substantially.
With publishers playing an increasingly crucial role in driving purchases and significant revenues for
merchants there’s never been a better time to optimize your approach to generating affiliate revenue.
With this Best Practice guide you’ll learn how to connect with publishers most effectively, inspire them to
feature your products in their comtent, and drive up your revenues significantly working with Skimlinks.
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Bespoke commissions for Publishers
Our top performing merchants see the best results from offering blanket higher rates to publishers
and targeting specific rates for specific publishers that convert well for them.
Variable rates are a popular and lucrative way to drive more sales from publishers.* After working
with Skimlinks for a period of time, our merchants can understand which publishers perform best
for them and the content that helps drive conversions.

Exclusive codes are an excellent way to inspire publishers to write about your products.
For publishers it demonstrates how much you value the relationship with them, and incentivises
them to create bespoke content around you as a merchant because they have a personalized
code to offer their readers. It can also be a great way to acquire new customers, as well as reward
valuable ones.
Content publishers are fantastic influencers for eventual purchases, but often aren’t credited
with the last click because if users can’t find a discount, they will go and source one elsewhere
before purchasing. Offering an exclusive code to content publishers increases the chance of users
converting from their site, increasing their opportunity for commissions, so it is in their interest to
promote advertisers who give them exclusive codes vs. those who don’t.

With that information, merchants can select their top performing publishers and offer them
increased commission rates to encourage them to write about their products. Higher rates are
a strong incentive to write about you, as it means a higher revenue share for the publisher and it
also helps to get editors’ attention.
*Only available for Preferred Partners
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Offer unique/exclusive codes

Use trending products to your advantage
Publishers’ starting point for content is finding products that will sell well. In some cases, they
have evergreen content with specific types of products that they will optimize based on what’s
selling well and what’s in stock. On a more regular basis they are also looking for trending items
that will deliver a quick win.
If you have data on which products are trending on your site and selling well at a given time,
supplying that information to publishers can be the motivation they need to write about you. It
helps them understand what products they should write about and enables them to drive more
sales for you. Once your revenue starts increasing, metrics like the earning per click will rise, which
publishers often use to assess which merchants to feature.
The best way to do this is to provide the name of products, links and prices to publishers and can
be done informally.
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Provide specific products for specific publishers
Offering up your entire product catalogue isn’t necessarily the best way to get publishers to
drive sales.
Align product offering to specific Ptublishers
First you need to make sure publishers understand your brand and your products. Once they
know why your brand and products matter, they can start writing content that’s useful to their
audience and drives sales.
Push the right products to relevant Publishers whose audience is your target end consumer
You can also deepen your collaboration with publishers by using your marketing channels to
promote their content about you. It’s further exposure for their content, and brings their validation
to the attention of customers, increasing the chance of conversion.
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Share seasonal calendar information
We know that your peak season depends on what kind of a merchant you are, but for publishers
it isn’t always clear when they should prioritise your products.
To help publishers align their comtent around your peak season and feature the promotions you’re
running, share your promotional calendar. Publishers appreciate as much advance notice of offers
as possible so they can prepare their comtent and promote your offers most effectively.
Moreover, if they know to expect a strong sales period at a given time of year, it’s even more
incentive for them to write about you as it’s content their audiences will be looking for and an
opportunity for them to earn more revenue by driving higher conversions
and sales.

Connect with publishers in every way possible
Free products can be a great way to incentivise publishers to write about you. It is an excellent
way to build a relationship with publishers, especially if they have not previously been aware
of your brand and products. Once you establish a relationship, that opens the door to further
collaborations, like featuring your latest collection and seasonal launches, making things
incrementally more valuable for both the publisher and you.
Ensure you and your internal marketing teams are aligned with messaging, products and the
publishers you’re working with to grow your brand. Look at publishers as an extension of your
sales team to communicate product launches, using press releases and detailed information
about what products are being launched, the brand message behind it and any other insight
publishers can leverage to promote you to their audience.
Another great way to connect with publishers is through our events. We have expert experience
facilitating breakfast events for publishers to learn more about specific merchants, and also offer
sponsorship of events, like our flagship Comtent Club in New York and London, to give merchants
exclusive exposure to our top tier publishers.
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With the below tips you’ll be fully equipped to make the most
of Skimlinks as a merchant. Here’s a summary of the
key takeaways:

Key takeaways

1

Think about publishers as individuals and you’ll get more out of them. Figuring out the right
products and messaging for the right publisher will pay dividends in terms of customer
engagement and revenue driven.

2

Fresh messaging matters. Publishers need to know about new products and those that are
trending in your network.

3

Sharing seasonal peak information and insights on your top periods will help Publishers have
content prepared well ahead of time that they know will perform well

4

Keep key metrics in mind with your publishers, especially conversion rate and revenue
per click.

About Skimlinks
Skimlinks helps publishers and advertisers understand and reach audiences based on real shopping
behavior. Our affiliate marketing platform connects over 1.5 million publisher websites with 20,000
merchants, and captures shopping intent signals from more than 1.4 billion users daily. Using advanced
machine learning, we turn these signals into insights and audience audience segments that are highly
predictive of buying behavior. Skimlinks was founded in 2007 and works with publishers like Time Inc,
Gawker Media, Condé Nast, Hearst, and brands such as Amazon, Ebay, Expedia, Macy’s, and
Net-a-Porter.
Find out more at www.skimlinks.com
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